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2019 - A Year of Changes
The 2019 crop year has been a year full of
change and indecision for producers. Not
only did we have to contend with excessive
precipitation during planting but also the
large amounts of rainfall falling north of us
that ended up flooding all of our rivers and
reservoirs. Producers were trying to make
decisions based on what was allowed by
crop insurance rules at that time. The problem was that these rules were constantly
changing.
In mid-May lawmakers reached an agreement on a $19.1 billion dollar disaster package that was to help producers that lost
crops to hurricanes and wildfires in 2018.
Included in this bill was a provision for additional prevent plant payments, of which no
specific amount was set, as well as payments to producers who lost stored grain
due to this year’s flooding.
Producers who were not able to plant were
encouraged to sow cover crops to give cover
to the soil to prevent erosion. These producers were allowed to plant a cover crop
but were not allowed to harvest any of this
crop for grain or seed. They were, however,
allowed to plant a crop and harvest it by
haying or grazing on or after November 1.
Because of the drastic numbers of PP acres,
a revision was made this summer by RMA to
allow producers to hay, graze, or chop the
cover crop after September 1. This change
made the program much friendlier to producers with prevent plant acres.
The big question after these rulings came
out was; what is the definition of a cover
crop? Instead of getting federal guidance
from the beginning it was left to states and

counties to decide for themselves on what
crops met this definition. Iowa took the lead
and made some decisions that many states
began to follow. Later some higher ranking
government officials made statements that
seemed to provide a tone that the rest of the
industry began to follow. The biggest change
to come from this was the approval of producers to plant corn as a cover crop and be
allowed to harvest this crop as silage.
As the summer progressed, the question
became who and how these additional payments to producers were going to be handled. At first, it was thought that the crop
insurance companies would be able to increase the prevent plant payment. Before
this decision was made the large amount of
existing prevent plant claims were needing to
be worked. In order not to delay the claims
process any longer, the AIP’s started making
prevent plant payments as was written in the
policy rather than include any additional appropriations.

With the announcement of the WHIP and
the Whip+ program we were all sure that this
additional disaster payment would now be
paid by the USDA offices. This seemed to be
the school of thought until the last few
weeks. This past week a decision was finally
made on how these payments will be han-
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Harvest
FYI
Any leftover 2018
production in on-farm
storage? - Call the office before adding new
production

Any potential revenue
losses must be
reported within 45
days after harvest of
the crop or the release of Fall prices
If you will not finish
harvest before
December 10 please
call the office

Failure to do any of
the preceding could
jeopardize any
potential loss claims

(continued)

dled.
As it currently stands the crop insurance
companies will provide the Risk Management Agency with the preventive planting
claim that has been paid to each producer.
When this information is sent to the RMA
the additional amount to be paid will be
calculated by the RMA. The RMA will review the claim and then notify the crop
insurance companies to issue an additional PP payment for this disaster. This is the
first time that the crop insurance industry
has ever been involved in issuing disaster
aid.
Announcements have been made to producers to start expecting these additional
payments by mid-October. Hopefully this

process will run seamlessly. When these payments are made there will still remain questions that I know we will have to address.
First and foremost will be how to handle this
last payment from the crop insurance payments for tax purposes? I was informed by
an accounting person that disaster payments
had to be handled differently than crop insurance proceeds. Currently we have no
answer for this question. As information
arises we will pass it along to all producers.
These ever changing rules have made it very
hard for the industry to make informed decisions on how to handle this year’s challenges. It has been a long and bumpy road to get
to this point but we feel better knowing that
the end is near.

The Importance of Soil pH
A soil’s pH determines how efficiently
most of the necessary inputs for plant
growth can be used by a crop. Whenever
the soil pH is too high or too low, the
effect of herbicides and the availability of
nutrients to a crop is greatly reduced.
Without the correct soil pH, a growing
crop can never perform to its potential.
Lime is used to balance a soil’s pH. The
application of lime to a farming operation
can be the most effective use of a producer’s fertilizer dollar. This has proven to be
true for both row crop and livestock operations.

Most producers, including myself, have
composite tested our fields in the past to
identify the need for lime on our fields. We
know that lime is inexpensive so we have the
tendency to apply it at the rate of recommendation provided by the composite test.
This approach has been used for many years.
But the question remains, are we missing
something? Many of us still have areas in
pasture and row crop fields that are harder
to control weeds, which also lowers crop
yields.
Watching the combine monitor during harvest we see that the yields tend to vary more
than the soil types might suggest. This could
be from the variation of soil pH throughout
the field. Many crop producers have gone to
grid sampling their fields in the last few years
and have been surprised by the variability of
pH in a field. Grid sampling is usually done in
2.5 to 5 acre square grids across a field. This
type of sampling gives a good look at what
the fertility of a field is but it does have some
limitations. Many times when lime or fertilizer is spread, because of the type of equipment used, variable rate is not available. The
application may not fully address the areas
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with the most need.
My preference for soil sampling is called
zone sampling. This method divides the field
into regions based on soil type and NDVI imaging from historical maps. This method
many times allows for an equal or better application of lime and other nutrients on a
crop field or pasture. It is also considerably
less expensive as it may require fewer soil
samples making it an easier format for applicators to work with.
One producer that I work with shared the
results and his experiences of composite versus grid sampling. The field that we looked
at consisted of 113 acres. The composite soil
sample suggested that there was no need for
additional liming. When the zone samples
were pulled he found that the pH of the field
varied greatly. The range of the samples from
different grids varied from 4.3 to 7.8. This
example shows zone sampling is more accurate than composite sampling.
Crop producers were the first to adopt this
technology and it has proven to be beneficial
to the profitability of row crops. As more and
more marginal land is being utilized in livestock operations, these producers are

starting to follow suit. These acres tend to
be more rolling and may not have had the
erosion control that has been used in the
more fertile row crop areas. These acres
tend to have much more variance of soil
types and productivity.
In the past, we as livestock producers
have put liming of our pastures on the
back burner. Today, with the value of pasture acres, there is a movement in the livestock industry to start using zone soil
testing to identify these variations in soils.
Producers are using these tests to apply
their lime and fertilizer based on the needs
of the different zones identified in their
fields. The application of varied rates of NP-K is probably less attractive to most livestock operations because of the wide use
of litter and manure on pasture ground.
Livestock producers shouldn’t overlook
variable rate application of fertilizer since
this is very cost effective and has the potential to generate a very good return on
investment. Varied rate liming, on the other hand, will be extremely important in
creating the best growing environment in a
producer’s soil and allow herbicides used
for weed control to maximize its potential.

2020
Initial Wheat
Price Guarantee
$4.94
Wheat price is set averaging the
daily close of the
September Futures on the CME

PRF

NOVEMBER 15

“Fake Meat” Needs to be Taken Seriously
Meat substitutes have been around for
many years. In the past they have been little
more than veggie burgers that did not look,
taste, or resemble the product that they
were trying to compete with in the market
place. Today, this is changing with the introduction of Beyond Meat and The Impossible
Burger. Both of these products have been
well received in areas. The flavor and texture
is similar to that of ground beef. They market to the population that is uncomfortable
with the consumption of animal products for
whatever reason. Much of the marketing is
based on the assumption that meat is unhealthy and increases the risk of heart dis-

Sales Closing
Acreage Reporting Due

ease, cancer, diabetes and other problems.
Beyond Meat has seen remarkable
growth in 2019. The first quarter of 2019
Beyond Meat saw their sales increase by
500% followed by a 300% increase in the
second quarter. This company seems to be
making progress in the burger industry but
the same success has not been enjoyed in
their other offerings. Beyond Meat has
been working to enter the chicken strip
market since 2012 and have recently
pulled the product from the market. The
response from the burger offering has
Continued on page 6

THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS PAMPHLET
ARE FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND
DO NOT CONSTITUTE AN INTERPRETATION OF THE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ANY INSURANCE
POLICY. NOTHING CONTAINED HEREIN WAIVES,
VARIES OR ALTERS ANY TERM OR CONDITION OF
ANY INSURANCE POLICY. ELIGIBILITY FOR COVERAGE, ENTITLEMENT TO AN INDEMNITY AND
LIABILITY FOR PREMIUM MAY VARY. PLEASE REVIEW
YOUR INSURANCE POLICY TO DETERMINE WHICH
TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE APPLICABLE TO YOU
Non-Discrimination Statement
Non-Discrimination Policy
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits
discrimination against its customers, employees, and
applicants for employment on the bases of race, color,
national origin, age, disability, sex, gender identity, religion,
reprisal, and where applicable, political beliefs, marital
status, familial or parental status, sexual orientation, or all
or part of an individual's income is derived from any public
assistance program, or protected genetic information in
employment or in any program or activity conducted or
funded by the Department. (Not all prohibited bases will
apply to all programs and/or employment activities.)
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POSTED ON OCTOBER 2, 2019 BY TERRY BUETTNER

THE DOWNSIDE OF BALED CROP RESIDUE
Reprinted by permission of Ward Laboratories

For many years I have seen producers bale their crop residue, specifically cornstalks and soybean stubble, after harvest. This practice has been driven somewhat by feedlot demand after the advent of distillers co-products from ethanol plants in the early 2000’s. Distillers co-products are high in protein and energy for livestock. Therefore, there is a
demand for cheap roughage sources like baled crop residues. In lean ag economic times extra income is always welcome. Also, some producers who no-till feel that removing some residue can make planting the following season
“easier”. However, there are some trade-offs that come with this practice.
Here are four items to consider when mechanically harvesting residue:

Cost of the Nutrients Removed in Baled Crop Residue
The first consideration is the value of nutrients remaining in the residue that are removed from the field. Dr. Ray
Ward and I calculated the following values in the spring of 2019 based on Ward Laboratories, Inc. data April commercial fertilizer prices in relation to corn stalk removal.

As you can see from the table, the total calculated cost of the nutrients removed in the residue is $50.27. Adding the
2018 custom rates for windrow shredding and baling the total cost per ton is $85.06. Using the cornstalk bale value of
$60/ton, this equates to a per acre loss of $25.06 per ton.
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Then, there is the question of the value of carbon (C). Sequestering carbon in the soil plays a part in many people’s
thoughts as one of the ways to reduce atmospheric CO2. Therefore, carbon has some social value. In order to put an
economic value on carbon, we did some carbon calculations for cornstalks assuming 40% C and 15% moisture in cornstalks with a market value of $60.00 per ton. We took 1700 pounds of dry matter (2000 X .85) per ton and multiplied
by 40%, the percentage of the stalk that is carbon, to get 680 pounds of carbon per ton of residue. This brings the total value of the carbon in one ton of stalks to approximately $23.80 (dry matter is $0.035/lb, and 680 pounds of the
dry matter is carbon.)
Many people think that carbon is not an essential plant nutrient because it is not a physical product someone buys at
their local fertilizer retailer. But in fact, it is an essential nutrient and is responsible for certain plant functions such as
photosynthesis and plant growth. It is also what microbes use to build organic matter, which benefits the soil and
serves as their house.

Increased Erosion Risk
Removing crop residue and leaving topsoil exposed increases the risk of both water and wind erosion. Removal of
soybean stubble can be especially risky as post-harvest soybean residue provides minimal ground cover at best. Flooding in March 2019 was a prime visual in the value of residue. In hilly areas of the state, fall disked ground eroded at a
rate I have never seen in my life. Fields left in standing stalks had some erosion in field valleys but only slightly compared to the fall tilled or unprotected ground. The protection that residue provides from wind erosion is easily recognized and understood. One simply can drive around on a spring day with 30 mph plus winds to see the difference between covered and uncovered soil.

Increased Water Loss
Another drawback to baled crop residue is increased water loss from the field. Keeping residue in the field also acts as
a mulch that protects moisture accumulated in the soil over the winter from evaporation. In fields susceptible to seasonal variances in rainfall, this accumulated moisture could be crucial to next season’s crop. Even in irrigated fields
limiting winter evaporation is important. Conserving soil moisture both in season and over winter reduces irrigation
expenses. Studies have also shown that fields where the residue was left had greater water infiltration rates over time
versus fields where residue was removed, thus allowing soils to become more resilient to varying rainfall patterns.

Reduced Soil Health
As previously stated, plant residue in soil is one of the major building blocks for increasing organic matter. Earthworms
and microbes cycle the residue beneath the soil creating stable OM and add a source of slow releasing nutrients for
the growing plant. In addition, carbon is sequestered in the soil instead of being hauled away. A 200 bushel corn crop
produces about 2 tons of carbon or about 7.3 tons CO2.2 Soil organic carbon is a key determinant of soil quality and
provides essential ecosystem services. Higher organic matter soils have better water holding capacity and can store
more nutrients than low OM soils.
Healthy soils with a large microbial population also decomposes crop residue faster than an unhealthy soil. A healthy
soil will improve the release of N, P, and other nutrients, resulting in increased fertilizer use efficiency. Increasing organic matter leads to a bounty of benefits including better fertility, more water storage, reduced soil erosion, increased
soil pathogen control and ultimately greater profits.
In conclusion, it is wise and financially prudent to consider all the facts and consequences before harvesting and removing baled crop residue from your fields. Is the trade-off worth the consequences? Adding the value of carbon to the
residue inflates the nutrient loss dollar amount to an astronomical figure. The long-term health and productivity of
your soil will be impacted by residue removal. Instead, consider renting your stalks to a neighbor and letting him or
her run cows on the field. If managed correctly compaction will not be a concern, and the cows will remove and recycle some residue into manure and return it right back to your soil!
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Fake Meat Needs to be Taken Seriously
8 Steps to a
Successful
Marketing Plan
1.

Establish realistic
goals
Identify your decision
making environment
Identify your beliefs
Develop a price outlook
Consider cost of
production
Consider riskbearing ability
Avoid emotional decisions
Don’t let ego get in
the way

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Richard Brock
“Grain Trading—Basics of Fundamental and Technical Analysis”

A

been just the opposite and has proven to
be a force that needs to be reckoned with.
Currently Beyond Meat is being sold in
over 35,000 grocery stores nationwide.
The Impossible Burger that Burger King is
offering is currently in 7,000 restaurants.
With this scale of offering the livestock industry must take note and compete with
these products. Recently it has been announced that the meat giants including
both Tyson and Cargill have invested in this
meatless technology. Evidently they do not
view this new offering as a passing fad and
we as livestock producers should not as
well.
With the craze of whole foods, I’m puzzled
why consumers are considering these products. Both products mentioned are highly
processed and include over 20 ingredients
each to make their burgers. Why has the
media and the consumers not picked up on
this fact?
In one article I noticed that the Impossible
Burger uses GMO ingredients known as
“heme” to give the burger a meat type fla-

(continued from page 3)

vor. Heme wasn’t considered safe for consumption by the FDA until last summer. This
product still must go through a regulatory
process before it is approved for sale in grocery stores.
The question remains what should we do to
compete with these offerings? First, we
must continue to raise the safest, most cost
efficient product we can. We need to brand
ourselves as raising a whole food product
that is not highly processed and is safe for
consumption. We should also be mindful to
avoid bad press that paints agriculture in a
negative light.
The Brock Report this week reported that a
group of 14 researchers in 7 countries have
reviewed multiple studies that finds little or
no evidence that the consumption of meat
causes any health problems such as heart
disease, cancer, or diabetes. Brock says
since the publishing of this study, the makers
of these veggie products have backed off
their claims of health benefits and have
started focusing more on environmental issues.

B

Which is the REAL beef pattie?
answer below

One of the agents in the office recently decided to compare the Impossible Burger to the Whopper. He is a beef producer himself but wanted to try and be as unbiased and fair as he could. He went to a Burger King and ordered one of
each. The Impossible Burger cost $5.29 while the Whopper was on sale for 2 for $6.00. He got his order and went and
sat down. After taking each sandwich out of the packaging both were made the same way. After taking a bite out of
each there wasn’t much difference in the taste although he suspects that actual taste of each burger might have been
masked by the lettuce, tomato, etc. The beef burger, however, had a more definite texture than the Impossible Burger.
The taste though was very similar, so he decided to try another taste test. This time, he bought the burgers at the drive
thru and it was over an hour before he was able to unwrap them for the taste test. This time he decided to taste only
the patty so he could get a true taste. This time there was a definite difference in the taste and texture in each burger.
The beef patty tasted and chewed exactly like what you would expect a beef patty to taste like. The Impossible Burger
patty had more of a smooth texture to it and the taste was kind of off putting to him. Is the Impossible Burger something to worry about? Probably, as long as it is eaten warm and has the typical burger toppings on it. But for him it will
always be “Show me the BEEF!”
Answer : B
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LRP - What Makes It Work
October is the month that most calves are
weaned in this area. In the past several
years, many producers have taken advantage of the Livestock Risk Protection
(LRP) program. This program is designed to
remove the risk of downward price movement while giving the producer upside pricing potential if markets go higher over a specific period of time. This can be from 13
weeks all the way up to 52 weeks. Even
though this program has been around for
several years, it is important to review how
LRP establishes this initial floor price and
how it determines the final price for the
livestock at the end of the coverage.
HOW IS THE FLOOR PRICE SET?
Chicago Mercantile Exchange Feeder Cattle
futures contracts are used to determine
floor prices. At the end of every trading day
the futures markets tell the public what each
commodity that is traded is worth at a specific time in the future. The LRP Feeder
Cattle program is designed to allow producers to use the CME’s Feeder Cattle futures
contracts to establish what value per CWT
that their animals, be it steers or heifers, will
be at a certain date in the future. This is the
price floor. There are multiple choices of
price floors for each length of coverage every day. Each day the markets are open these
values will change based on market conditions. A producer will need to determine, as
close as he can, what day he plans to market
and if the floor (coverage) price available for
that time is acceptable for his needs.
HOW IS THE FINAL PRICE DETERMINED?
As most producers know, the prices paid
for cattle can vary greatly based on region,
sale weight, and the sex of the cattle. LRP
doesn’t require you to sell your feeder cattle
at the end of your coverage. So what does
LRP use to determine this final price? It uses
the Feeder Cattle Index. The index is an indicator of the price per CWT of 750 pound
steers sold in the cash market in multiple
states and locations. Thin, fleshy and fancy
cattle are removed from this average to establish the index price. Essentially what the

index is telling us is what to expect the average sales price per CWT for your feeder
steers to be in the cash market on this particular date.
WHAT IF I HAVE HEIFERS OR LIGHTER
WEIGHT STEERS?
The LRP program covers both steers and
heifers. It divides them into two different
weight classes. Class 1 is anything with a
weight of 0 to 599 pounds. Class 2 is anything with a weight of 600 to 899 pounds.
These weights are what you are expecting
what your cattle will weigh at the end of
your selected coverage period. The LRP
program still uses the feeder cattle futures
to establish the initial or coverage price and
then the Feeder Cattle Index to determine
the final price. LRP uses price adjustment
factors to determine the index price for
both classes of lightweight cattle and feeder heifers.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Let’s take Joe Cowman. He has 50 head of
steers that he was backgrounding this summer. His plan was to market them in midSeptember weighing 800 pounds. He figured that it would take him 26 weeks to get
to that weight. He looked at what was
available for Steer 2 (ending weight of 600899) in mid-March when he put them out
to pasture. He found that the futures were
telling him his cattle would be worth
$152.45 per CWT in mid-September. It was
a really good price and he took the coverage. His coverage ended on September 18.
On that day the Feeder Cattle Index settled
at $137.29 per CWT. When the LRP program looked at his coverage it found that
he had floored his cattle at $152.45 but the
cash market had settled at $137.29. This
meant that the LRP policy recognized that
he had lost $15.16 per CWT (152.45 –
137.29). His policy paid him $15.16 for every CWT he had covered his cattle for or
$120.28 per covered head. Meanwhile he
had sold his cattle at the sale barn where
he averaged $140 per CWT.
There is a definite advantage here for the
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producer that raises good quality calves
as many times they will beat the index
and net the producer additional proceeds when losses are paid. This same
process is used in all different weights
and sexes of cattle.
With the dollars that are invested in
livestock operations today, this tool has
become extremely important for the
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producer who needs to guarantee a profit.
On my operation we do not put any cattle
in the lots until we can floor a $100 profit
per head. Sometimes the lots will set empty for a short time but I would rather guarantee a profit on cattle than to take a
chance and end up in an unprofitable situation.

